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The expert system of wildland surface fires is/ established based on the code

of BEHAVE of Andrews (1986), using the C and Fa?mAN languages. By~

the mathematical model. of the code to fuels, terrain, and environmental

conditions that vary with space and time, the grapucal display system for

the spread of wildland fires is also established. These tlolO systems have been

successfully turned to the Chinese display.
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INJ.B::DmI(J{

Forest ~ers as well as those eIlIfBged in research involving in foresta,

brush fields, and arasslands need a consistent lllethod for predictinQ fire

spread and intensity in these fuels. Frandsen (1971)1 and Rothemel (1972)1

established a IIBthematical model for predicti.ng rate of fire spread am.
intensity applicable' to wifors bed and envirorJDeJltal conditions, and Andrews

(1986),3 etc. fol'1llU1ated the relative~ of BEHAVE.

But the user's screen of the BEHAVE code is beckward. 'Ihe BEHAVE code

consists of thousands input l output sentences, the code initializes values by

8lUnolering every questions the pt"Oi(r8Il iives. It makes the operation tedious

and difficult, and demands the user to possess the specialized knowledae and

COIIplicated operation technique. In this paper, the BEHAVE code has been

converted am. developed into .a expert system. An expert systea means that

after properly pronam desiJrning, the computer possesses scme intellect

behavior. In a limited· field, it can make the functioo of the CQBpU1;er arrive

to a specialist's level. A CCIIIDOn user can easy to master the present expert

system and to operate it. He can also get a overall perception of the l'\.II1llina

process and easy to change from a kind of task to another.

Meanwhile the graphical system for the spread of wildland surface fires on

.the curved ground is established. When the distribution of fuel, ground heUht

and envi.ronmenta.I conditiona are known, the fire spread procedure can be

simulated and shown on the ca.puter screen using the system. ~
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BXPBRT SYSTEM

The expert system is composed of system instruction, input .\ output, and

calculation. Because of the advan~e of the C l~e in system desiJPring, . :

the C language is used in both of the system instruction and input .\ output

parts. The Fm1'RAN language i s used in calculation part. '1l1us, this system is

constructed by mixing F<Ml'RAN and C languages together •.

Mixing compiling is a complicated and hiilh level skill. '1l1e key problem is

the data conmunication among different .oow.es. '1l1ree methods are used in data

transmission: near quotation, far quotation, and value quotation. It is

related with the special knowledge of coorputer science, and the details are

aili{ted here.

User' 8 acreen

'lbis system possesses the most friendly user . screen by developinlr a 'dialog

box environment. 'lbe data windows are used for data input. Instructions will

be given in the data window, such as the kind and li.JIi.t of the data. The

output is listed as tables on screen. If the content of the output data

outvalues the capability of the screen, the display will be divided into

several pages. In the process of perfoIWing, this system will display a list

of 1IIellUS, which iUide the user to perform the system. '1l1e only task of user is

to choose the items. '1l1e screen has a horizontal menu bar which is displayed

at the top of the screen. After moving the cursor by the "RICarr KBY" and "LEFT

KEY" to the item selected on the horizontal menu bar, and pressimr the "ENTER

KEY", a vertical menu bar related will prompt . The "UP KEY" and "DOWN KEY" can

be used to move the cursor to choose the sub-item on the vertical menu bar.

When tmeXpeCted error occurs durimr the process of the proeraa running , there

will be enough information to tell user what kind of error and how to solve

it.

This system adopts different level perfoI'lll'lllCe. It Ia JII08t bIportant thing

to tell the user which level is in. A merit of this system is that it will

tell you the level when needed.

The system can put the input data and the calculated results into the file

the user named. It is helpful for the user to save the illpOrtant and typical

examples i nto archives. The system also provides the DOOSHElL function. This

function enables the user to return to 1m environment loiben other operations

need to be performed.
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(1)

Fmction of lBjor JIIOdules

'I11e system consists of two parts , FIREl and ~L.

'I11e FIREl part consists of three modules which are Direct, Size and Contain

modules. 'I11e SITE and DIRECl' lOOdu1es of the FIREl allow you to predict rate of

spread, heat per unit area, f ire line intensity, f1allle lel1lth, reaction

i ntensi t y , effective wind speed, and direction of -.xiDun spread. AlthOUllb

both .oouJ.es predict the same values , the i r inputs are at a different level of

resolution and they are desdgned for different applications. The SITE module

aides the user in estimating fine deed fuel lIOi s ter , wind, and slope. Its

major feature is the estimation of fine dead fuel moisture fran weather aI¥i

shading i nf ormat i on . 'lhe SITE JIOdule is used to Eke fire behavior predictions

i n cases where detailed site-specific information is available. <At the other

hand, the DIRECl' module requires direct inputs of the basic input values (for

example, l-h fuel moisture). The DIRECl' module my be more useful for ~eneral

fire behavior prediction and "what i f" questions. 'lhe COll'AIN lIIOdule is used

t o estimate requirements for fire suppression activities. 'lhe COll'AIN module

predicts final fire size, dve forward rate of spread, initial fire size, fire

shape lenath-to-width ratio , and control-line constn.action rate. It can also

be used to find the line constn.action rate needed to hold the burned area to a

fixed value.

The NIMI)L part is used for constn.action of a new site-specific fuel DIOdel.

The NIM1DL part defines initial values for fuel model )J8I'8Eters under user

control. The NEWMDL part is especially helpful if extensive fuel infol'lEtion

i s not available and permits constn.action of a "compos i te" fuel IlOdel

contain~ any combination of litter, ~s, shrub, or slash.

<JWlHICAL DISPLAY (P FIRE SRmAD H«:X;BDLRB

MatheJmtical .ooel
Frandsen (1971) established a mathematical JIIOdel for predictinlr rate of

surface fire spread and intensity applicable to hanogeneous fuel bed and

envirormental conditions. 'Ihe base of his JOOdel is that the spread speed R is

the ratio of the heat flux I received from the source to the heat required
p .

for ignition by the potential fuel

R=Ip/p~Qt_'

where P~ is the effective bulk density (the~ of fuel per \mit voll.llle of

the fuel bed raised to i~tion ahead of the advancing fire), Q the heat of
ta

pre~tion (the heat required to brina a mit weight of fuel to itrnition).
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Wind. and slope change the propagation heat flux I by exposina the potential
p

fuel to additional convective and. radiant heat, Rothermel (1972) .iven an

approximate formula to calculate the effects

lp=(lp)o(I+~+¢->, (2)

where (lp) is of the no-wind heat flux fran the source on plane ~, the
o

dimensionless coefficients ~ and 4>- represent the additional PI"OJl8llsting flux

produced by wini and. slope, which are evaluated fran experi..llental data. 'Ibis

lIIOdel is applicable to a wide range of wildland. fuels, such as litter, grass,

louing slash , and brush fields. 'Ibe model is complete in the sense that no

prior knowledge of a fuel's blu'Ili.ng characteristics is required..

In IIIOst cases, the relative variances of the input data of the fuel, the

ground undulation, and. the environmental conditions are mnall quantities in

the range of the length and time scales of the fire behavior. For these cases,

Frardsen's model can be used to the f irst-order approximation, using the local

linearizat ion method. 'Iberefore the fire spread procedure can be simulated

with the inputs changed as the distributions of fire l0adi.n8, depth, particle

surface-area-to-volune ratio, particle heat content, and. the moisture content

at which extinction can be expected; the local wind. velocity and ground.

heiJdtt.

GraPrical display of fire spread procedure

'Ibe graphical display system is built by usina the VGA (video naphics

array) showina code. 'Ibe VGA has hiJrh ability to display napbics. It has more

than 128KB visual screen JIeIIIOry. Its standard display lIIOde has two DlBin

characterist ics: First, it has the 640x350 high resolvi.nIr power and. can

display 16 kinds of colors. Secondly, it has two display PBiles, each has 64KB

visual memory. 'Ibe address of page 0 is AOOO: 0000, and. the paae 1 AOOO: 8000.

'Ibis system uses VGA display mode to realize the high display quality of the

veA, with the following functions of the C l~e. '1be function ini~

(~iver, ~e." ") is used to initialize the naphics display

1lIOCle, with the acraPt-driver defined as the VOA and the~ as the

Middle. 'Ibe function setvisualpage() is used to set up the visual page with

the choice 0 or 1. 'Ibe function setactivepage() is used to set up the active

visual page with the choice 0 or 1. Now dots and. lines can be drawn on the

active page. When naphics drawinas are completed and. dynamic display are

needed, quick display on the screen can be achieved by alternatively defininl

the visual page and. the active paae.

As an illustration, the fire spread procedure is displayeiii in f!Jr. I, for
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Fig. 1 The spread of a forest fire on .a curved around, with the solid line

being perimeter of the fire field , the dotted line beine the contour l ine of

ground..

the case of the fue l model 12,3 with the 1, 10, and 100 hours fuel moisture

being 21%, 11%, and 5% respect ively.

I TJ:PLAY IN CHINESB CHARACl'BR

Two kinds of methods are generall y used to Eke a system display in Otinese

character, character display mode and lCraph!cs lIOde. The Character displaY

mode has the advan~e of high speed, but it C8ll only display a limited mlJlber

of Chinese obareoter and also has to be related directly with the low l eve l

BIOO of computer. Thus, gra}i1 i cs mode i s adopted. in this system.

In order to realize displ ayillit in Chinese character, several problems have

to be solved. First , how t o display Chinese characters on the screen, a

function is specfalIv .devised to JDBke it possible. In the ft.netion, the

self-defined line s t yle i s used to put out the needed dot infoI"IIBt ion.

Secondly, because the cursor does not show on the screen under poa}i1i cs B)(je,

a self-devised cursor has t o be made to let it display on the proper s ite of

the screen. Special keys are used to control the cursor, the "BACKSPACE KEY"

to del ete the previous character and "UP KEY" and "J:lC*N KEY" to move the

cursor. These functions are all in the self-devised inword() function. 'lhird,

under gra}i1ics mode, only the BIOOKEY function C8ll accept keyboard input. A

self-devised functi on has to be designed to JDBke out whether the inputs are

characters or data. It is also able to convert the irdividual digits into a

matheuBtics data. These functions are in the self-desiQled inword() function.

Usually, the capaci t y of standard Chinese character generator is \'ery big, and

this DlBke the speed of reading a Chinese character flUl the character

generator very slowly. A smaller Chinese character generator has been built,
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which raises the display speed greatly.

The graphics mode is easy to IIIOdify and supplement Chinese windows. It also

has not the limitation of the nUBber of Chinese characters. When a Chinese

character is needed in a program. It can just be read frc. the staldard

Chinese character generator into the self-mBde small · generator. The graphics

mode is specially useful for designing a system which has a lot of O1inese

windows and Chinese characters.

<XH::lmI<JtI

The expert system of wildland fires is established based on the BEHAVE code,

using the C and Fan'RAN 1.anIluBges. The system can be used to predict rate of

spread, heat per \mit area, fire line intensity, flMle length, reaction

intensity, effective wind. speed, and direction of maxiJDlD spread; to estimate

requirements for fire suppression activities; to construct new site-specific

fuel model.

Applying mathematical model of Frandsen (1971 ) and Rothermel (1972) to

include nonlmifonn fuels, curved ground and environmental conditions that vary

with space and time, the graJilical system for the fire spread is established

also. when the distribution of fuel, ground height and environmental

conditions are lmown, the fire spread procedure can be simulated and shown on

the canputer screen using the system.

These two systems have reasonable struetm-e, friendly user's screen, and

efficient display in Chinese. It is expected to be widely used in prevention

and suppression of surface wildland fires in China.
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